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1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Declaration of Conflict of Interest 

4. Matters to be Considered 

4.1 Preliminary Report On Tow Truck "Chasing" In The City Of Mississauga 

5. Adjournment 



 

Date: 2016/05/26 
 
To: Council Subcommittee of Towing 
 
From: Geoff Wright, P. Eng, MBA, Commissioner of 

Transportation and Works  

Originator’s files: 
 

Meeting date: 
2016/05/30 

 

 

Subject 
Preliminary Report on Tow Truck Chasing in the City Of Mississauga 

 

Recommendation 
That the Council Subcommittee of Towing instruct staff to proceed with further investigation 

on the issue of tow truck chasing in the City of Mississauga as outlined in the report from 

the Commissioner of Transportation and Works, dated May 26, 2016 and entitled 

“Preliminary Report on Tow Truck Chasing In the City of Mississauga”.  

 

Report Highlights 

 Information provided by staff and police services is inconclusive in determining whether 

chasing remains a pervasive issue in the tow truck industry in Mississauga. 

 A more thorough study of driver records would provide better insight into current driver 

performance. 

 Mississauga has previously implemented many of the strategies employed by other 

municipalities including distance restrictions, number of tow trucks permitted at an 

accident scene, and vehicle size limitations. 

 An expanded study of available strategies to provide enhanced regulation of chasing may 

be warranted. 

 

Background 

The Council Subcommittee of Towing was created for the purpose of addressing concerns 

related to the practice of tow truck chasing.  For the purpose of this report, staff have defined 

tow truck chasing as the behaviour on the part of licensed tow truck drivers that consists of 

excessive speed, manoeuvers such as U-turns, passing on the right, passing on the median, 

failing to observe street signs or signals, and reversing against traffic direction to reach an 

accident scene in advance of other tow truck operators. 
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At its meeting of April 27, 2016 Council approved the following recommendation: 

 

 “GC-0279-2016 

That questions submitted by Councillor Parrish regarding the tow truck industry be 

received and referred to Enforcement Division staff for a response.” 
 

A copy of the questions from Councillor Parrish are attached as Appendix 1. 

 

Also during the Council Subcommittee of Towing meeting of April 26, 2016 Councillor Parrish 

directed a question to Mr. Mickey Frost, Director of Enforcement, requesting that he identify in 

writing why it was his belief that a system of four privately operated vehicle pound facilities 

would not mitigate chasing.  

 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 

 respond to the questions raised by Councillor Parrish; 

 propose general strategies for consideration by the Council Subcommittee of Towing to 

address the issue of tow truck chasing; and, 

 seek the Council Subcommittee of Towing’s approval to pursue these strategies further. 
 

Comments 

In response to the questions submitted by Councillor Parrish, staff provide the following 

information: 

 

Number of traffic accidents that require tows, within our boundaries, per day, per month, 

per year since 2010 

 

Information provided by Peel Regional Police (PRP) identified the number of motor vehicle 

accidents requiring tow trucks in 2015 as 7,230 and in 2014 as 7,666.  

 

The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) identified a further 3,179 collisions requiring tow trucks in 

2014. OPP statistics are not available for 2015. 

 

A detailed breakdown of the information provided by both police services is provided in 

Appendix 2.  

 

Number of tow truck plates in current inventory and dates issued 

 

There are 457 tow truck plates that are currently issued by the City of Mississauga. Of these, 

there are 19 plates that expired on May 1, 2016 but are within the 60 days during which renewal 

is possible without reapplying as a new applicant. A detailed list identifying the Mississauga 

plate number and the licensee’s identity is attached as Appendix 3. 
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Number of authorized pounds and date licences were issued 

 

There are currently 20 licensed vehicle pound facilities located in Mississauga.  A detailed 

breakdown identifying their locations is attached as Appendix 4.  All licences were issued in 

2016 and staff continue to investigate when the initial licences were issued. 

 

Number of body shops, dates of permit issuance for each 

 

There are a total of 131 licensed body shops in Mississauga as outlined in Appendix 5, which 

shows the company names and addresses. 

 

Map showing each pound and body shop licensed in Mississauga 

 

A map showing the location of each pound is attached as Appendix 6a.  A map showing the 

location of each body shop is attached as Appendix 6b.  Two maps have been provided given 

the number of body shops and lack of detail on the map.  Larger versions of the map shown in 

Appendix 6b will be distributed at the meeting. 

 

Known affiliations between body shops under shared ownership. 

 

Affiliations between body shop owners is not currently tracked in Mississauga. Staff continue to 

work on this request and are attempting to extract the names of all directors who are identified 

in the corporate records of the applicants for a body shop licence. 

 

Number of charges, and against whom, for Mississauga towing/pound offences 

 

Information on by-law charges relating to tow trucks and vehicle pound facilities is shown in the 

following appendices: 

 

Appendix 7a - By-law charges related to vehicle pound facilities 

Appendix 7b - By-law charges related to Tow Truck Drivers 

Appendix 7c - By-law charges related to Tow Truck Owners 

 
Number and details of incidents relating to offences for towing outside City Boundaries, 

for overcharging for storage/ towing 

 

Between 2011 and 2016 there have been 46 complaints related to vehicles being moved to 

facilities outside of the City of Mississauga. Approximately 25 of the complaints were closed as 

a result of the complainant being unwilling or unavailable to assist with the information required 

to pursue a charge under the by-law.  Seven of the complaints resulted in a total of 13 by-law 

charges. Detailed information regarding the complaints and outcomes are contained in 

Appendix 8. 
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Police reports on third truck on scene, for accidents in last twelve months  

 

PRP have identified that they do not track this information. 

 

Record of all accidents, fatalities and personal injuries as secondary incidents of initial 

vehicle accidents 

 

PRP have identified that this depth of analysis is labour intensive. As a result, PRP are only 

available to provide information regarding secondary accidents for one month that being 

January 2015.   1,320 motor vehicle collisions were reviewed by PRP based on geographic and 

temporal proximity: criteria being that the secondary accident had to take place within one 

kilometer and within three hours of the first. 

 

The analysis identified 18 motor vehicle collisions that may have contributed to a secondary 

accident, which represents a rate of 1.3%.  Potential causes of the second accident were 

identified as possibly being from obstruction, distraction or increased traffic congestion triggered 

by the initial accident. 

 

Based on PRP’s analysis of the accident reports, none of the secondary accidents, could be 

attributed to tow trucks responding to the scene. 

 

All plans addressing chasing strategies in other Ontario jurisdictions that have been 

implemented and an update on their success 

 

13 Ontario jurisdictions were reviewed based on this request, including Brampton, Burlington, 

Hamilton, London, Markham, Milton, New Market, Oakville, Ottawa, Toronto, Vaughan, Region 

of Waterloo and Whitby.  Of these, nine municipalities (Burlington, Markham, Milton, Oakville, 

Ottawa, Toronto, Vaughan, Region of Waterloo and Whitby) prohibit solicitation within a defined 

distance to the scene of a motor vehicle accident. Two jurisdictions (Brampton and Vaughan) 

also limit the number of trucks that may be at an accident scene to a number equal to the 

number of vehicles involved. 

 

The Region of Waterloo identified that it had attempted to implement a rotating call-out system 

for the dispatch of tow trucks to accident scenes but that “bandit” trucks remained an issue, 
often arriving before the dispatched trucks. 

 

The municipalities consulted could not provide definitive information on the success of their 

regulatory efforts on tow truck chasing. 

 

Further details on the actions of the other municipalities consulted to prevent chasing are 

attached as Appendix 9. 
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Privately-run Centralized Pounds in Four Quadrants 

In an email response dated May 18, 2016 to the Mayor and Members of the Council 

Subcommittee of Towing, Mr. Frost identified that chasing behaviour takes place within narrow 

geographic confines and that tow truck drivers do not attempt to chase accidents outside of 

these narrow geographic areas.  A copy of this email is attached as Appendix 10. 

 

The division of the City into four quadrants would have little impact on chasing unless done in 

conjunction with other measures such as a rotational dispatch system and marshalling of on 

duty tow trucks at each pound. However it was also pointed out that a rotational dispatch 

system and the requirement that on duty tow trucks confine themselves to a privately operated 

centralized pound would likely be met with strong resistance from towing industry members. 

 

Driver Information 

It was also identified that the City of Mississauga, through its business practices and regulatory 

requirements, collects a significant amount of data related to the driving history of tow truck 

drivers.  As part of this preliminary report staff reviewed the records of a randomly selected 

group of currently licensed tow truck drivers.  Each driver abstract was reviewed for demerit 

points (typically associated with more serious offences) and the number of Highway Traffic Act 

offences identified in the abstract.  For the purpose of this review only moving violations were 

included (speeding, disobey signal, unsafe move, etc.) 

A review of licensed tow truck drivers indicates that approximately 49% had some record of a 

driving violation that appeared on their submitted abstract.  It was also determined that 9% of 

the sample had demerit points assigned to their driving record.  

Mobile Licensing Enforcement also maintains the records of tow truck drivers who have exited 

the industry in recent years.  A random sample of these records were examined to identify any 

trend in evidence related to tow truck drivers leaving the Mississauga towing industry.  The 

sample indicated that of this group 48% had some record of a driving violation that appeared on 

their abstract.  It was also determined that 22% of this group had demerit points assigned to 

their most recent driving record. 

A control group made up of drivers for whom the City holds similar information, and for whom 

there is no allegation of chasing, was also examined.  This randomly sampled group was made 

up of currently licensed taxi drivers. Of this group 40% were found to have some record of a 

driving violations with 4% of the group showing demerit points on their abstract. 

A more detailed breakdown of the data can be found in Appendix 11. 

Strategies to Address Chasing 
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Staff propose a number of strategies that bear further investigation should the Council 

Subcommittee of Towing wish that further regulatory mechanisms be implemented to address 

chasing. These strategies include: 

1. Rotational Dispatch System 

Under this system all tow trucks that are on duty would be placed within a dispatch 

system that assigns motor vehicle collisions on a rotating basis to vehicles based on 

location and sequence.  The benefits include an orderly response to motor vehicle 

accidents and a fairer distribution of work.  

 

2. Enhanced Enforcement  

The OPP have expressed interest in strategies that may be employed within the existing 

by-law. This would include an initiative whereby OPP officers would act as witnesses for 

charges laid by Mobile Licensing Enforcement officers under the existing by-law. Mobile 

Licensing Enforcement officers would reciprocate by acting as witnesses for matters 

related to Highway Traffic Act offences they observe for charges to be laid by OPP 

officers. 

 

3. Fleet Management Technology 

Technology currently exists that would allow the monitoring of all driving behaviour 

engaged in by licensed tow truck drivers.  Similar technology is used by fleet operators in 

the trucking industry to monitor driver performance and safety.  While operating, licensed 

tow trucks could be tracked for speed, direction, sudden stops and accelerations. While 

not typically used for enforcement purposes, it is likely that the technology could be 

adapted for this purpose.  

 

Further investigation would be required to identify issues related to privacy, cost and 

whether data collection would be monitored directly by City staff or collected by the 

various tow companies as a condition of licensing and made available to Mobile 

Licensing Enforcement staff in response to complaints or on request. 

 

Financial Impact 

No direct impact would be experienced by the City of Mississauga 

 

Conclusion 

The information summarized in this report does not provide a definitive conclusion that chasing 

is a pervasive issue in the City of Mississauga.  The limited data supplied by PRP would 

indicate that it is not.  This is supported by the sampling of tow truck driver abstracts, which 

indicates that tow truck driver performance is improving over time. 

It is noteworthy that many of the measures that are being undertaken to counteract chasing in 

other municipalities have already been implemented in the City of Mississauga including: 
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 Distance restrictions for tow trucks stopping at an accident scene. 

 Limits on the number of tow trucks that may stop at an accident scene. 

 Weight restrictions on tow trucks to eliminate the smaller, lighter, chase trucks. 

 Placement of conditions on driver licences and revocation of driver licences by the 

Licensing Manager for repeated Highway Traffic Act offences.  

It is therefore the conclusion of the preliminary report that a more fulsome investigation be 

undertaken to provide the Council Subcommittee of Towing sufficient information to decide 

whether chasing remains an issue in the tow industry and whether increased regulatory 

mechanisms would be of value. 

The investigation would include: 

 Interviews with stakeholders including police and tow truck drivers. 

 An in depth survey of the data collected by Mobile Licensing Enforcement related to 

tow truck drivers. 

 A fuller examination of the chasing enforcement strategies proposed in this report. 

Attachments 
Appendix 1: Questions submitted by Councillor Parrish 

Appendix 2:  Information provided by Police Services 

Appendix 3:  List identifying the Mississauga plate number and licensees 

Appendix 4:  Listing of pound facilities 

Appendix 5:  Listing of body shops 

Appendix 6a:  Map showing the location of each pound 

Appendix 6b:  Map showing the location of each body shop 

Appendix 7a:  By-law charges related to vehicle pound facilities 

Appendix 7b:  By-law charges related to tow truck drivers 

Appendix 7C:  By-law charges related to tow truck owners 

Appendix 8:  Information regarding complaints and outcomes 

Appendix 9: Scan of other Ontario Municipalities 

Appendix 10: Response of the Director of Enforcement 

Appendix 11:  Review of Drivers Abstracts 

 

Geoff Wright, P. Eng., MBA, Commissioner of Transportation and Works 

 

Prepared by:   Michael Foley, Supervisor of Compliance and Licensing Enforcement 
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